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  Q I)  Write down the answer in one word or one sentence for the following.            

      a)The secret codes used to create web pages.  

     b) The organization that is in charge of designing and maintaining the html language.                                              

     c) The first official version of the HTML.  

    d) The HTML version was officially released by W3C.  

    e) The person who has created world's first website.  

    f) Default text editor of the MS-Windows operating system. 

    g) Default text editor of the Linux operating system. 

    h) The contents of this tag are not displayed as a part of web page. 

Q II)  Name the  attributes/ tags  associated for the following.                 

1) To insert a image as background for the web page. 

2) To set thickness of the horizontal line. 

3) To display power in a variable such as x2. 

4) To change the font style of a  particular paragraph. 

5) To give one blank line between two text lines.   

6)   To describes the term in the definition list.    

      7) The tag used to define the individual list items in the ordered or unordered list.  

      8) The attribute used to start a numbered list with a number of your choice. 

      9) The attribute used to change the style of numbers or bullets in the list.  

    10) The tag to instruct the term in the definition list.  

     11) The tag that describes the terms in the definition list 

      Q III)  Define  the  following terms  .                                                                                 

1) Nested list            2)  Logical tags           3) Comment tag   4)  BR tag          5) Subscript 

       6) basefont> tag  7)<font> tag 8) Physical Tags 9) Logical Tags 10) Superscript 

      Q IV)  Write down the difference between the following.                                          

      1)  Base font tag and font tag 

      2)   <HR> tag and <hn> tag 

      3)  Text file and Html file  



      Q V) Answer the following questions in short.                                                           

      1)   Write a short note on the working of <p> paragraph tag.  

      2)   What  is the importance of type attribute with <ul> tag  ? 

      3)   How text formatting in Text editor different from HTML text  formatting ? 

      Q VI) Answer the following questions.                                                                         

1) Explain how font size is measured in html with help of an example. 

2)  What is the significance of start and type attribute ? Explain with help of an  example.  

     3)     What are logical tags? List all of them with their use. 

     4)     What is the importance of <sup>&<sub> tags? Explain with example. 

     5)    Define the purpose of <font> tag and its attributes with their respective functions. 

    6)  What is the advantage of using more than one font name with the <font face> attribute? 

    7)  What do you understand by Nested list? Explain how it works. 

      Q IX)  Write a html code for the following format using nested bulleted list.  

               Background color  of the web page should be pink  and text color blue.            
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